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Abstract— In this platform two feature are unique as compare 

to other district platform. (1) BLOG Feature (2) Adding 

Feature. In blog feature any members can write her/his ideas, 

thought or any research or any information related to 

Sultanpur. In adding feature peoples of Sultanpur can add 

her/his shops which not present in our website like Shops, 

industries, Coaching etc. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The platform www.sultanpurjankari.in has basically a district 

website, which contains whole information of Sultanpur 

district. 

If anyone wants to know anything about Sultanpur 

then he can visit this website, the website tells everything. 

This platform focused on providing aggregated 

information relevant to Sultanpur district citizens of India. 

If someone wants to know about School, Colleges, 

Coaching centres, Hotels, Restaurants, Hospitals, Medical 

stores, Guest house, Stadium, Service centres, Automobiles 

etc. in Sultanpur then this website give the whole information. 

People can find all the relevant information from this website. 

This platform also provides the “Blog” facility for 

people, where people can also write their own views and 

thoughts about Sultanpur district this platform also provides 

one more facility where people can add their Shops, Coaching 

centres, Temples etc. direct on the website. 

 
Fig. 1: Homepage of website 

This platform provided the contact number of All 

the Government Officer of Sultanpur district, which is very 

beneficially for the citizens of Sultanpur. 

II. FEATURE 

As we know that this platform provides the whole 

information about Sultanpur district, in this website we 

divided the information in two categories such as – 

 City wise information 

 Block wise information 

As we see in this figure the service centre of 

Sultanpur district is divided in two parts City wise and block 

wise, by this feature people can easily access the information 

on one platform. 

 
Fig. 2: City and Block Wise Information 

People of small villages in Sultanpur having trouble 

to gain information like Government offices and their 

contacts before this platform. Now this website is the solution 

of this type of problems because we have poured all the latest 

as well as old information of government offices and their 

contacts through which they will be able to contact with the 

officers related the area of their problems. 

This platform also contains Shop, Coaching centre, 

Schools, Hotels, Local markets, Service centres, Book store, 

Petrol Pump, Agency and Industries registration facility, 

where the register user is allowed to pour their shop, 

coaching, schools, local markets etc. details with Picture and 

contact number regarding to above. 

 
Fig. 3: adding feature 

 
Fig. 4: Registration of adding items 

http://www.sultanpurjankari.in/
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The profit of this feature to the normal people is that 

if they open any new shop or industry then they can register 

their shop and industry in this website directly. 

This platform contain a blog feature where people 

can give their views and thoughts about the district Sultanpur 

and if they write any Papers or article about any topic then 

they first register on our website and then they were able to 

write there article and paper on this platform. 

 
Fig. 5: Blog section 

In blog feature user can also allowed to edit their 

information like Email, Mobile number, Address and 

Qualifications by which other members of this website know 

about the author of any article. 

In other side there is list of top users where top users 

get awarded as excellent users and we give some tokens to 

them. 

Other interesting point is this Blog feature is that any 

authorize user can rate and comment on articles of people in 

the blog. By this rating and comment feature we decide some 

top users of this blog and show them on our website and also 

on different social media platform and afterward they get 

reward. Reward is given as tokens and 

The Blog feature of this website has secured with 

some techniques to prevent from unauthorized access. 

 
Fig. 6: Dashboard of blog 

We also provide some feature by which user can see 

it rating and performance which they performed in past few 

month and year. 

A. Compare with others 

It is not the first website of district Sultanpur before this 

website also many websites of Sultanpur district has made 

such as Sultanpur.nic.in sultanpur.info and so on. But they are 

not user friendly and they are not easily reachable to the 

citizens of Sultanpur. 

If we talk about sultanpur.nic.in so this contains only 

some government official information, there is no any 

information about school and colleges, coaching centre, 

hotels and restaurants playgrounds service centres and so on. 

So if we talk about common man of Sultanpur so they 

required these type of information but these information is not 

available in that website. Due to lack of these type of 

information in website users are not interested in that website 

because it not contain the area of that type information which 

user need. 

Now we talk about the other district website of 

Sultanpur that is known as sultanpur.info if we talk about this 

website we can see this website very deeply and find that they 

doesn’t update their website from many years and also they 

not provide the sufficient information of district Sultanpur 

they provide only some information and some of them are not 

right. We can say that they only make website for showing 

purpose and after the making website they did not work it on 

website. Because we see in that website some records are not 

updated from last many years. 

After the analysis of these websites and survey of 

user needs we find that there is a need of another website 

which contains all the information of district Sultanpur and 

which is easily access to people and we also provide some 

web application by which users add shops and coaching 

centres etc. from itself. And in blog user itself self-write 

article and comment and rate on other user’s article.we also 

give some reward to user whose rating is higher. 

III. FUTURE WORK 

In future we add a new feature in this website called 

“EVENT”. Where people can add event held in Sultanpur 

district. Like as if someone wants to organize any Sports 

Competition in Sultanpur then he simply submit some details 

of the competition like Date, Owner Place Entry Fee etc. in 

registration page and the event will be show in the Sultanpur 

Website. 

Due to this feature the citizens of Sultanpur very 

easily find the information of any type of event like- Sports, 

Religious, Political etc. which will be held in Sultanpur 

district. 

 
Fig. 7: Search job 

In Future we also add one more Feature for JOB’s in 

Sultanpur. Where people of Sultanpur and others if they 

wants to take an employee for his organization/company then 

they can give advertisement in this website and the interested 

people by seeing the advertisement in website can directly 

contact with the owner we provide a platform for unemployed 
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person as well as employed person by which they search job. 

This website gives a better way to enhance digital India. 

We are providing home to home delivery of things 

like small amazon on a city level. Where seller sell their 

goods and buyer buy it from our website this website is only 

a platform by which small businessman also  

The impact of this feature is too much beneficial for 

the citizens of Sultanpur, they can easily take the information 

about the job in one place. And also find the job with the help 

of this Platform. 

This is beneficial for both the job giver and the taker. 

This helps in search of right people for right job. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

At last we concluded that we make a website and we try to 

give all the information which is necessary for the citizen and 

easy to access by the people after seen of other websites and 

views of people we find that there is a need of a platform 

where people can gain the information about its own district 

and we give the platform to people by making this website.  


